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Scottish Art Archive

CLARE HENRY, Pictured in The Glasgow School of Art library. (Image treatment: Jane Gilmour)

A

s an art critic with a career spanning
nearly half a century, my archive is
huge – millions of words, thousands
of art reviews which cover countless artists,
exhibitions, biennials, festivals and galleries
across the globe. I’m also an avid photographer with hundreds of thousands of photographs. And no, there was no plan, but, finally,
‘The Clare Henry Archive’ has now launched
online at www.scottishartarchive.com.
I might have thrown much away but for art
historian Roger Billcliffe. Telling him I was
busy tearing stuff up, he exclaimed, “You can’t
do that! It’s history.” So my Herald, Scotsman,
Financial Times, Arts Review, Studio etc.,
drafts – handwritten, badly typed – piled up.
When the heap of drafts got too big, I put
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them in big buff envelopes. After I moved
to America, Tim Jones, then deputy director,
asked if I would donate my original proof
scribbles to Glasgow School of Art. Donations
helped accrue academic research points in
those days.
The point of any archive database is to provide a rich resource for students, researchers and anyone interested in art. Yet the vast
majority of my work is not available online.
Before the dawn of modern technology (no
scanner, xerox, internet, iphone) newspapers
were vital to communication. For the last seven years I’ve worked to provide easy access to
this pre-digital world.
As my current assistant, Ruairi Barfoot,
expounds, “Months, days, hours of wading

through swathes of boxes filled to the brim
with thousands of articles and photographs,
attempting to cross-reference, collate and curate these into concise, accessible and downloadable formats, is evidence enough of the
sheer depth of Clare’s archive, a cornucopia of
cultural moments both in Scotland and on the
international art scene captured via word and
lens.” You can tell he’s Irish!
The official original Clare Henry Archive
GSA donation took place in January 2014.
The Herald covered the story, and their photographer documented me at GSA in the
iconic library, on the steps, beside sculpture
casts. In view of what was shortly to happen,
I treasure this. Like many, I vividly remember
23 May 23 when the GSA went on fire. I was
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in New York, but tragic news travels fast. Soon
I was watching the flames on my iPhone, tears
flowing.
Compared to the destroyed historic
Mackintosh library, it’s ironic that my drafts
survived, however much they were soaked by
the fire service water canons fought to save the
building. GSA Archives were in the basement,
so they suffered badly. Recently upgraded to
modern and stylish, a false ceiling full of water cascaded in. My last donations were sitting
on a shiny new table in supermarket boxes.
Edinburgh’s Register House staff helped rescue much archive material, and my soaked
stuff was later ‘freeze dried’ in London.
These original drafts are, of course, just the
first step. Actual newspaper articles complete
with pictures and headlines have much more
impact. Back in the ‘old days’, people kept
cuttings: recipes, news items, photos of pop
stars. My sculptor mother made a habit of cutting out my Herald pieces. I found a box of
my yellowed 1978-91 reviews after she died.
I carried on snipping and tearing. By the late
1990s, I had drawers full. A problem when I
left Scotland for the US.
In 2014, home for New Year, I decided to
tackle it. With my first helper, Fran Lightbound
(GSA, but today based in Chicago), we visited
the Mitchell’s Herald library, now subsumed.
Later we made big heavy xerox books, one for
each year, with some containing 300 reviews.
Even in 1995, my online archive shows 77
articles covering 379 exhibitions. The Herald
was wonderfully supportive of the arts.
Making Xerox copies of my articles in chronological order (some small, some taking up half
a page) was laborious, but it has subsequently
proved invaluable. ■
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CLARE HENRY at the opening of the seminal exhibition of Scottish contemporary art, The Vigorous Imagination, at the
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh Festival, 1987.

Liza Campbell, Periodic Elements of Lockdown, 2020,
Digital print, 62.4 x 93 cm, Edition of 30.

CLARE HENRY retracing her art critical steps as part of the preparation for her Scottish Art Archive, here pictured in the
newspaper archive of Glasgow’s Mitchell Library; one of Europe’s largest public libraries (2014).
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